In recent years, a robotics technology is extremely progressive, and robots are widely applied in many fields. Especially, robots for family use or individual use have spread. The robots are not expensive and they are easy to get. One of the most typical robot for families or individuals is a pet robot. The pet robot is based on an animal pet, such as dog or cat. Meanwhile, it is known that an animal pet has a healing effect for owner. However, with the spread of pet robots, the study to apply pet robots to Animal Assisted Therapy instead of an animal pet has begun to be investigated. We, also, has investigated a healing effect of pet robots. In that study, the concept of the owner distinction is proposed, and, the distinction method that makes a pet robot distinguish its owner using information of user's strokes of the robot was proposed. Also, it was mentioned that healing effects will show up when the pet robot appeals special gestures to only the distinguished owner. However, an implement of the pet robot and a concrete algorithm was not proposed. In this paper, we implement a pet robot with the owner distinction method that we proposed previously. Further, we propose the improved algorithm for a real-time distinction and a accuracy improvement. Moreover, the oblivion mechanism is installed for efficiency of memory usage and distinction speed.
The implemented algorithm uses a concept of Token. The token is a pack of data that includes user's strokes inputted consecutively. Using the token for owner distinction, it is expected that a distinction accuracy is increased. Furthermore, the oblivion mechanism which deletes accumulated information of user's stroke is the feature to reduce memory space for data and reduce matching speed.
In an experiment, a stuffed seal type pet robot which has 10 pressure sensors are used ( Fig.1 ). In first, 6 person's (A-F) stroke data are collected. Then collected data are inputted into the pet robot. When inputting these data, it was assumed that one person among of 6 persons is the owner and it makes the owner's data input more frequently than other person's data. Then, an accuracy of owner distinction is examined.
Table.1 shows the accuracy with the concept of token and the accuracy without it. In this table, Pc shows a ratio that the owner's data distinguished as the owner's correctly, and Pr shows a ratio that non-owner's data distinguished as noise correctly. From this result, the accuracy of owner distinc-tion with the token is higher than that without the token. Further, Fig.2 shows the owner distinction result when an oblivion size is changed. The oblivion size represents the maximum number of data the robot stores. From this result, the accuracy is not influenced even if the oblivion mechanism is installed.
According to the result of these experiments, it makes obvious that the pet robot that implemented with the proposed algorithm can distinguish the owner. In recent years, a robotics technology is extremely progressive, and robots are widely applied in many fields. One of the most typical robots is a pet robot. The pet robot is based on an animal pet, such as a dog or a cat. Also, it is known that an animal pet has a healing effect. Therefore, the study to apply pet robots to Animal Assisted Therapy instead of an animal pet has begun to be investigated. We, also, have investigated a method of an owner distinction for pet robot, to emphasize a healing effect of pet robots. In this paper, taking account of implementation into pet robots, a real-time owner distinction method is proposed. In the concrete, the method provides a real-time matching algorithm and an oblivion mechanism. The real-time matching means that a matching and a data acquisition are processed simultaneously. The oblivion mechanism is deleting features of owners in the database of the pet robots. Additionally, the mechanism enables to reduce matching costs or size of database and it enables to follow a change of owners. Furthermore, effectivity and a practicality of the method are evaluated by experiments. (7) 10 (7) (7)
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